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Gardening has always been a passion for many, often acting as a form of therapy

and escape. The world of gardening encompasses so much more than just

planting and nurturing plants – it opens up a whole new world of wonder, learning

experiences, and self-discovery. One such captivating gardening memoir that has

recently taken the literary world by storm is "Twigs In My Hair Gardening Memoir".

Join us on an exciting journey as we delve into the secrets and stories buried in

this memoir, experiencing the beauty and wisdom that lies within its pages.

Chapter 1: Embracing Nature's Embrace

In this chapter, the author takes us back to the beginning, detailing their to

gardening and the profound impact it had on their life. From the first touch of soil

between their fingers, to the awe-inspiring display of colors in the garden, each

moment is described vividly, drawing the readers into the beauty of nature's

embrace.
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Chapter 2: Unveiling the Deep Roots

As the memoir unfolds, the author invites readers into the journey of exploring the

origins and history of their beloved plants. From historical significance to cultural
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legends, the author skillfully intertwines fascinating facts and anecdotes,

shedding light on the deep roots that connect us to the natural world.

Chapter 3: The Lessons of Growth

One of the most captivating aspects of "Twigs In My Hair Gardening Memoir" is

the lessons it imparts. In this chapter, the author shares personal stories of

triumphs and failures, teaching us valuable life lessons through the lens of

gardening. Whether it's learning patience through nurturing delicate plants or

resilience by adapting to changing seasons, this section offers profound insights

we can apply to our own lives.

Chapter 4: Finding Serenity in Disturbances

Gardening is not without its challenges – pests, weather disturbances, and

unexpected surprises. In this chapter, the author delves into the trials faced in

their gardening journey. However, instead of emphasizing the negatives, they

focus on the serenity that comes from overcoming these disturbances. As

readers, we learn the importance of embracing resilience and finding beauty even

in the midst of chaos.

Chapter 5: Untangling the Webs of Relationships

Gardening is not just a solo endeavor; it often involves a web of relationships. In

this chapter, the author reveals the deep connections formed between the plants,

animals, and even fellow gardeners. Through engaging anecdotes, readers

witness the transformative power of gardening in fostering human connections

and strengthening our bond with the natural world.

"Twigs In My Hair Gardening Memoir" is a mesmerizing journey through the world

of gardening, unveiling the beauty, wisdom, and life lessons hidden within each

page. From embracing the wonders of nature to learning patience, resilience, and



fostering relationships, this memoir reminds us of the invaluable gifts waiting to be

unearthed when we immerse ourselves in the art of gardening. So, grab a copy,

indulge in nature's wonders, and let your hair be adorned with twigs as you

embark on this extraordinary voyage through greenery!
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AUTHOR CYNTHIA REYES returns with Twigs in My Hair, a book about her

lifelong passion for gardens and nature and the surprising relationships and

events involved. Gorgeous photographs by Hamlin Grange complement a

humorous and profound story. A beautiful gift for gardeners and non-gardeners.

Readers will meet a variety of interesting creatures, both human and animal,

some of whom compete for gardening produce or gardening glory. You may

conclude, after reading Twigs in My Hair, that the gardener's love for growing

things swings from reverence to mania. But there is also a deeply emotional side

to this story about what happens when a passionate gardener can no longer do

what she loves.

Praise for Twigs in My Hair:
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“Her best book yet! Cynthia’s most recent memoir takes us on a journey through

the various gardens of her life: the wonder, magic and miracle of her childhood

gardens; the gardens she and her husband “negotiate” as a newly married

couple; the apprenticeship gardens of family and community; and finally, the

mature garden of acceptance. It is a journey full of insights, humour, and struggle,

but ultimately, one of growth and the recognition that by nurturing our gardens we

nurture ourselves.” Jean Gairdner, author and lifelong gardener.

“How obstinate does a wisteria have to be before you resort to verse? How do you

get a fox to pee in a bottle? Cynthia's zestful pursuit of beauty in the gardens of

her life is told with her characteristic warmth, humour and honesty. Along the way

we meet many friends – human and animal – and absorb her shining examples of

passion, patience and, finally, grace. This is a story for our times.” Dr. Hilary

Custance Green, gardener and author of Border Line, a novel.

“Cynthia welcomes us into many beautiful gardens - some hers, some belonging

to friends, family and mentors - and we delight in the rewards of labour and love,

treasure the time spent with loved ones, and share the intense pain of struggle

and heartache. Whether you are a seasoned gardener or a complete novice,

you'll see yourself somewhere in these pages, and I guarantee you'll garner some

inspiration for your own gardening life.” Sheryl Normandeau, master gardener and

author of Little Leaves: Intensive Gardening Goes Micro.

CYNTHIA REYES, author of A Good Home, An Honest House and the children’s

books Myrtle the Purple Turtle, Myrtle’s Game and Myrtle Makes a New Friend,

returns to the gardens she loves with Twigs in My Hair – A Gardening Memoir. A

former television journalist, trainer and executive producer with the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation, Cynthia has also written for Arabella Magazine, The

Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail and other publications.



Awards and recognition include the Diamond Award for Book of the Year, the

CBC President’s Award, the Children’s Broadcast Institute Award, the Crystal

Award for Outstanding Achievement in Film and Television, and the Purple

Dragonfly Award. In 2016, she was inducted into the Order of Distinction –

Commander Level, by Jamaica, her country of birth.

Cynthia and her husband live in a small town in Ontario, Canada. They have two

beloved daughters and sons-in-law.
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